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$00. INTRODUCTION 
THE CONCEPT of the “Wall group” of a group was first introduced by C. T. C. Wall to 
solve problems arising from non-simply connected surgery. In recent years, it has become 
apparent to differential topologists that these groups provide a key tool for the study of 
differentiable or piecewise linear structure on manifolds with nontrivial fundamental 
groups. 
However, most of these groups are still impossible to compute. Recent works of 
Browder [3], Lee [6], Shaneson [9] and Wall [l l] have been successful only in computing a 
very few special cases. All of their results rely more or less on the geometric interpretation 
of the Wall groups. In this paper we shall study the algebraic properties of the Wall groups 
and prove that, for each odd prime p, the Wall group L3(kp) is always zero (see (1.12)). 
The first section will be concerned with the definition of the Wall group of a ring with 
involution. In Section 2 we use the argument due to N. S. Rege to study the structure of the 
Unitary groups over Dedekind domains. The final two sections will give the algebraic 
proof of our main results. 
$1. THE WALL GROUP _&(_4) OF A RING WITH INVOLUTION 
Let A be an associative ring with unit. An involution ofA, denoted by “-“, is a function 
of A into itself such that 
(1.1) i = 1 where 1 denotes the unit of the ring, 
(1.2)~u+f7=5+6, 
(1.3) &= 65, 
(1.4) ii = 0. 
Let CT = (a,]) be an r x r matrix. Then O’ = (Uji) will mean the transpose of u, 5 = (a,) 
will mean its conjugate, and C* will mean the transpose of its conjugate. It will be convenient 
to write a 2r x 2r matrix cr E GL(2r, A) into r x r blocks 
l Supported in part by National Science Foundation Grant GP-7952X1. 
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Define U(2r, A) to be the subgroup of GL(2r, A) generated by the matrices 
with the properties that 
(U.l) a6* - pi* = I; 
(U.2) afl* and $* have the form E + E* for some r x r matrix E. The group U(Zr, A) 
contains matrices of the type 
(E-1) 
(E-3) 
where 8 = U*-’ and P has the form E + E*. A matrix is called elementary unitary if it is a 
product of matrices of the above form, and we denote by EU(2r, A) the subgroup of element- 
ary unitary matrices. 
Next, identifying each Q E lJ(2r, A) with the matrix a 0 j? 0 
0 1 0 0 
[ 1 y 0 6 0 
E U(2r + 2, A) 
0 0 0 1 
we obtain the inclusions 
U(2, A) c U(4, A) c U(6, A) c . . . . 
The union is called the (inf;nite) unitary group. 
LEMMA (1.1). (C. T. C. Wall). The subgroup EU(A) t U(A) generated by elementary 
unitary matrices contains the commutator subgroup of U(A). 
For the proof, see Wall [12]. 
It follows that EU(A) is a normal subgroup of U(A) with commutative quotient group. 
The quotient will be called the Wall group 
&(A) = U(A)/EU(A). 
Remark (1.2). Note that the condition (U.2) implies the following: 
(U-3) afl* = /?a*, y6* = Sy*. 
It is not difficult to verify that the conditions (U.l) and (U.3) are equivalent to the following 
condition 
(U.4) +I ‘1 fl*=[_I ‘1. 
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This condition (U.4) means that CJ is an automorphism of A2r leaving invariant the standard 
Hermitian form in 2r variables. This is the usual definition of the unitary group and, need- 
less to say, is weaker than the conditions (U.l) and (U.2). 
For our purpose, it will be convenient to call an element of (A, -), a symmerric element, 
if it is of the form e + 2 for some element e c A, and to call an element of (A, -), afixed 
point (or an invariant) if it is fixed under the involution. We will denote respectively by A_ 
and A- the set of symmetric elements and the set of fixed points. In the literature, a sym- 
metric element is usually referred to as a trace of a norm of (A, -) while a fixed point is 
referred to as a symmetric element. At any rate, the set A_ is always a subset of A- and, 
with respect to addition, they form additive subgroups of A. If A is commutative, then the 
fixed point set A- is a subring and A_ is an ideal in A-. 
We have not required that every fixed point of (A, -) be a symmetric element. However, 
if this happens to be the case, we speak of the involution (A, -) as satisfying the condition 
(1.5). This is sometimes referred to, in the literature, as the vanishing of the first cohomology 
group Hi@!, , A) of the involution. 
We notice that, under the assumption (1.5) the conditions (U.l) and (U.2) are equiva- 
lent to the condition (U.4). In other words our definition of the unitary group coincides 
with the classical notion. 
Here are some examples. If A is a field with characteristic f2 then (1.5) is satisfied. 
If p is the pth root of unity exp[2ni/p] where p is an odd prime, and if (A, -) is the ring 
Z(p) with complex conjugation as involution, then 
1= -((p+p2+..*+p@) 
= -(p + .-. + p (p-y - (i+. . f -$&) 
= _@ + , . . + p(P-l)/2) - (p + . . . + p-w3 
From this, it is easy to deduce that (1.5) is satisfied. 
Remark (1.3). Before proceeding let us give a geometric interpretation of the Wall groups 
and introduce some convenient notation. 
Let (A, -) be a ring with involution. By a subkernel H’ of rank r (or simply a sub- 
kernel) we shall mean the subspace of Azr generated by the row vectors 
H’ = C% PI 
where [a, p] are the first r rows of a 2r x 2r unitary matrix 
g B 
[ 1 Y 6’ 
For instance, the row vectors [I,, 0) generate a subkernel of rank r which is called the 
standard subkernel E, of rank r. 
Let Hi = [ai, pi] be two subkernels in Azrr (i = 1, 2). A subkernel H, defined on the 
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direct sum A2(r1irr) is termed the sum of Hi and Hz, or in symbol H = H, @ H, , if it is 
generated by the row vectors 
IfH=H,@H2, we 
and Hz. 
Two subkernels 
Xl 0 1 PI 0 
0 2’ 1 ; 0 PI 
shall say that H, (or H,) splits off from H or H decomposes into H, 
H, = [q, /3J and H, = [al, p2] of the same rank r are said to be 
equivalent, in symbol HI - H, , if there exists a finite sequence of elementary unitary matrices 
e i, . . . , Qk which brings H, to Hz, i.e. 
Pi, PJQI ... Q, = Caz 3 Pd. 
More generally, two subkernels are said to be stable equivalent if, by summing up a certain 
number of standard subkernels, they become equivalent to each other. Now suppose we 
are given two unitary matrices 
which represent the same class in L3(A). Then there exist elementary unitary matrices 
Q,, . . . t Qk E EU(A) such that 
[ ;; . .._ !!..I..;; ._ _  Q1 .. .Q k = [; .._._.___..._ ‘_ . . . . . . . ___ ” 1;I,1. 
In particular, [cc,, /?i] is stably equivalent to [c(~, fi2]. 
Reciprocally if two subkernels [a,, pi] and [cL~, fi2] are stably equivalent, then, for 
some elementary unitary matrices Q,, . . . , Qk, we have 
and, for a symmetric matrix Q (i.e., Q = E + E*), we have 
As a consequence, the matrices 
represent the same class in L,(A). 
This shows that there is a bijective correspondence between &(A) and the set of stably 
equivalence classes of subkernels. Furthermore, the group structure is given by the orthogonal 
sum of subkernels. 
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Closely related to L, is the functor L,’ which is defined as follows. For every ring A, let 
K,(A) be the Whitehead group of A. There is a natural group homomorphism 
r : GL(Zr, A) -+ K,(A). 
The kernel of the map 
U(2r, A) incl.+ GL(Zr, A) 2-f K,(A) 
will be denoted by SU(2r, A) and called the special unitary group. Now SU(2r, A) contains 
matrices of the type: 
CR.11 
CR.21 
(R.3) 
[ 1 0” IUII 1 I I P PI’ I 
[ -1 0010  0 I 0 0 I I ’ 
where U E GL(r, A) with r(U) = 0 and P = E + E* as in (E.2). The subgroup of SU(2r, A) 
generated by matrices of the type (R.l), (R.2), (R.3) is denoted by RU(2r, A). 
Passing to the direct limit as n + CQ we obtain the corresponding groups RU(A) and 
.SU(A). As in (l.l), it can be shown that RU(A) contains the commutator subgroup of 
SC/(A). The abelian quotient group 
L3’(A) = SU(A)/RU(A) 
will be called the special Wall group of (A, -). 
LEMMA (1.4). (Rothenberg). There is an exact sequence 
A+(A) & L3’(A) & LJA) -&- A-(A). 
Here A*(A) = {a = + 5 1 CT E K,(A)}/{a It 5 1 c E K,(A)}; the map i is induced by the forgetful 
functor; d_(a) = r(a) for a E U(A) and d+(p) = ’ 
[ I 
~ fir p E GL(A). 
The proof is immediate. 
Example (1.5) If F is a division ring with characteristic f2, then the Wall groups 
L,(F) and L,,(F) are always trivia!. 
The following is an immediate consequence of (1.5.). 
COROLLARY (1.6). Let Z[[] be the ring of cyclotomic integers with theinvolutiondejined by 
complex conjugation (see Remark 1.2). Then 
d- : MZCII) -+ A-W511 
is always the zero map. 
Proof of (1.6). Since K1(Z[[]) is isomorphic to the group of all units of Z[[], we have 
~-wJ) = {P E a51 I PP = lY{PlP I P E G31. 
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It is also well known that 
From this it follows that the group A-(.Z[JJ) is of order two and is generated by the unit 
-1 in Z[[]. 
Let 21 be the ideal generated by [ - 1 in a[(]. It is easy to see that ‘21 is an involution 
invariant ideal whose quotient field is the Galois field ofp elements. Now, (1.6) follows from 
chasing the following commutative diagram : 
~3cq z 0) - A - @,) 
t t injection 
Mao> - A -wm. 
The concept of the unitary groups and the special unitary groups can be extended to 
the relative case. For simplicity, we consider only commutative rings although results can 
be suitably modified so as to apply to the noncommutative rings as well. 
Let A be a commutative ring with an involution (A, -) and let 8 be an ideal invariant 
under the involution. The kernels of the natural homomorphisms 
U(2r, A) -+ U(2r, A/6) 
SU(2r, A) --+ SU(2r, A/S) 
will be called the congruence subgroups of level 0, and will be denoted respectively by 
U(2r; A, 6) and SU(2r; A, 0). They consist of all 2r x 2r matrices of the form I + A where 
A is a matrix with entries in Q. 
Passing to the direct limit as r + co we obtain corresponding groups SU(A, 05) c U(A, 6). 
Following H. Bass and A. Ba.k, we consider the subgroup of U(A, 6) generated by 
matrices of the form 
(i) pop-‘a-’ with p E U(A) and cr E U(A, 6) 
(ii) 
V 
[ 1 V with VE GL(A, S) 
We will use the notation EU(A, 8) for this subgroup. By condition (i), the quotient group 
U(A, B)/EU(A, 6) is abelian and will be called the relative Wall group L,(A, 6). 
LEMMA (1.7). The subgroup EU(A, 6) contains all elementary unitary matrices of the 
form 
(E-4) 
(E.5) 
V 
[ I 7 
[‘e I] and [’ 71 
where VE GL(A, 0), Q = O(mod 0) and Q = E + 
The proof is immediate. 
r x r matrix E. 
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Next we replace U(A) by SU(A) and consider the subgroup RU(A, 0) of SU(A, 0) 
generated by all the commutators pap-lo-’ with p E SU(A) and D E SU(A, 0). Again the 
quotient group SU(A, B)/RU(A, 0) is abelian and will be denoted by &‘(A, 0). 
LEMMA (1.8). The sequence 
L3’(A, 0) --t &‘(A) ---t &‘(A/0) 
is exact. 
This is an analogue of the exact sequence 
K,(A, 0) + K,(A) --* Kr(Al0) 
in algebraic K-theory and is proved in the same manner. 
Remark (1.9). By a 0-subkernel in A” (or simply a 0-subkernel), we shall mean a 
subkernel H = [cc, /I] which corresponds to a unitary matrix 
‘x P 
[ I Y 6 
in U(2r; A, 0). The terms base, rank, base, rank, etc., will be employed in the same fashion 
as before. For example, two 0-subkernels HI = [cr,, bl] and Hz = [a2, p2] are said to be 
@equivalent, in symbol H, z Hz , if there exists a sequence of elementary unitary matrices 
of EU(A, 0) which brings HI to Hz. In like manner, there is a bijective correspondence 
between the group L,(A, 0) and the set of stably B-equivalence classes of Q-subkernels. 
This observation will be needed in 93. 
We close this section by introducing yet another type of Wall groups. 
Let n denote a multiplicative group and Z!7c be the corresponding integral group ring. 
There is a natural involution on Zn defined by the formula: 
Let Wh(n) denote the Whitehead group of n. We use the notation SU(n) to denote the kernel 
of the map 
U(En) + GL(Zn) A K,(Zn) + Wh(n) 
and also RU(n) to denote the subgroup of SU(n) generated by matrices of the type (R.2), 
(R.3), and 
(R.4) 
W 
i 1 IV 
where the torsion of the matrix W is zero in r+%(x). 
DEFINITION (1.10). The abelian quotient groups 
I&(Z) = L3(Zn) and L,‘(n) = SU(n)/RU(n) 
are called respectively the Wall group and the special Wall group of n. 
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Notice that if R is 2-torsion free, then 
is isomorphic to L,“(n). 
The main result of this paper will be 
THEOREM (1 .I 1). Let p be an oddprime and let Z, be the cyclic group of order p. Then 
L&z,) = L3s(zP) = 0. 
We shall state, for future reference, some well-known example about these Wall 
groups. 
Example (1.12). Let 7~ be the trivial group. Then 
L,(l) = 0. 
This result was first proved geometrically by M. Kervaire and J. Milnor. Recently an 
algebraic proof has been found by I. Berstein. 
Here is an example in which _&(7-r) has a more interesting structure. 
Example (1.13). Let 7c = Z. Then 
L,(h) = E, . 
This was proved independently by W. Browder, J. Shaneson, and C. T. C. Wall. Furthermore 
their results show that if 
j* : L,(h) --) -W&J (P odd) 
is induced by the projection j : Z + Z,, then j, = 0. 
$2. THE UNITARY GROUPS OVER DEDEKIND DOMAINS 
By a Dedekind domain A we mean an integral domain which satisfies one of the follow- 
ing three equivalent requirements : 
(d.1) Given ideal ‘lpl c Sp, in A there exists an ideal ‘$3)3 so that ‘$I = T1 V3 (the ideal 
(p3 is unique unless ‘pl = qpz = 0). 
(d.2) Every submodule of the free module A is projective. 
(d.3) A is northerian, integrally closed in its quotient field, and every nonzero prime 
deal is maximal. 
Examples (2.1). Any principal ideal domain is a Dedekind domain. 
(2.2). Let K be an algebraic number field (a finite algebraic extension of Q). Its rirzg of 
integers A is the integral closure of Z in K. (For example, if K= Q(T), i = e2ni’p, then 
A =Z(c) the ring of cyclotomic integers.) Then A is a Dedekind domain. 
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We shall need the following properties of a Dedekind domain: 
(d.4) Chinese Remainder Theorem. Let ‘?I,, . . , 3, be distinct prime ideals and let 
x1, . . . , x, be efements in a Dedekind domain A. Then there exists an element x in A which 
satisfies 
x = x,(mod 21ik1), 
. . . 
x E x,(mod ‘U,‘-) 
herek,, . . . . k, are any given natural numbers. 
(d.5) Hurwitz Lemma. Let 0 be an ideaf in A. If al, . . , a,(n L 3) are elements of A 
such that a, is a unit module 0 then there exists E., , . . . , 1.. sucl~ that the ideal 
(a I, ***, a,) = (a,, a2 + l., a3 + . . . -t 1.” a,). 
Let 0 be an ideal in A. We call an element (a,, . . . , a,) E A” 0-unimodufar if 
(a,, . . . . aJ= (I,0 ... 0) mod 0, and if 
CAa, = A. 
When 0 = A we just say unimodular. 
(d.6) Stable range condition. The general linear group GL(n; A, 0) operates transitively 
on the 0-unimodular elements in A”. More generally for every vector (a,, . . . , a,) E A” there 
exists a matrix p E GL(n, A) such that 
(a ,,..., a,)p=(b,,b,,O . . . . 01. 
Property (d.4) is a well-known fact of Dedekind domain and its proof can be found in 
most of the algebra textbooks (see for example [I I). To prove (d.5) it is enough to consider 
only the case k = 3. For k > 3, it follows by induction. We may assume that none of 
a,, a2, a3 is zero, otherwise the proof is trivial. Let (al) = @Xl, (al) = a?&, (a3) = 62X3 
where 6 is the ideal (a,, a2, a3) and 211, 212, O-I, have no common prime divisor. If ?I, = (l), 
the unit ideal, then we have 6 = (a,, uL, a3) = (al) = (a,, az) and so it suffices to take 
i., = 0. In the case when ?I1 # (l), we consider the prime ideals !J3 dividing 211,. Let qk be 
the highest power of !j3 dividing 6. We set %‘D = 0 or 1 according to ‘$‘*I + (al) or g”” 1 (aJ. 
In the latter case, a3 f O(mod ‘!j3’“) since O-c,, ‘SC,, ‘ill3 have no common divisor. Thus Cp’ 
is the highest power of ‘$ dividing (~1~ + l>%‘)a3). Let vi, ‘Q,, . . . , ‘p, be the prime ideals 
dividing ?fi. Then, by (d.4), there exists EL3 E A such that i., z 2.(*)mod Cpi, 1 I i I r, and 
A., z Omod 0. It is now easy to see that the principal ideal (a2 + 1,~~) = bCU, where 9& 
and Iu, have no common prime ideal divisor. Thus (a,, a2 + J3 a3) = (a,, u2, a3). 
To prove property (d.6), we write llE,j for the matrix with entry i. in the (i,j)th place and 
zero elsewhere. Let 
T = I+ iL3E,, + .-. + i.,E,, 
where the element of Ai E 0, 3 5 i 5 k, is given by (d.5). Then we have 
(a,, . . . . a,)s=(a,,a,+%3a3+.“+~Lak,a),...,a,) 
= (q’, a2’, . . . , a,‘) 
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where (a,‘, az’) is unimodular. Next choose x and Y in A so that- x E l(mod 8), 
y = O(mod 0) and 
1 = xq’ + ya,‘. 
The application of the matrix 
d = I - a,‘(xE,, + YEZJ) - . . . - u,‘(xE,I, + y&J 
on (a,‘, . . . , uk’) eliminates the entries u3’, . . , , uk’ and gives us the vector (a,‘, u2’, 0 . . . 0) 
Finally the 2 x 2 matrix .Y -uLt 
[ 1 Y 4’ 
brings this vecter into the position (1, 0, . . . , 0). This shows that GL(n; A, 6) acts transitively 
on the unimodular elements in A”. 
We omit the proof of the second part of (d.6) since it is the same as that given above. 
The situation that we shall deal with is that of a Dedekind domain (A, -) with an 
involution whose fixed point set A- is againaDedekind domain. The structure of the unitary 
groups over such a domain has been studied by N. S. Rege [8]. His results, roughly speaking, 
state that the unitary group U(2r, A) is generated by elementary unitary matrices in EU(2r; A) 
and 2 x 2 unitary matrices in U(2; A). Our main object in this section is to prove a relative 
version of this theorem. 
First some convenient notation. Recall that according to (1.2), the symmetric elements 
of (A, -) form an ideal A_ in A-. We denote by R, the set of all primedivisorsof theideal 
A_ in A-. 
If 8 is an ideal in A, then 8 n A- is always an ideal in A-, called the contraction 
6’ of 8. If 8 is a prime ideal, then its contraction is also a prime ideal. We say that a prime 
ideal 8 in A sits above a prime ideal $J in A- if $3 is its contraction in A-. 
We denote by !$, the set of all prime ideals Q which sit above some prime ideal in CL,. 
We use the notation fi, to denote the set of all prime ideals C!j in A such that the residue class 
field 
and we also use the notation R, for the contractions of the prime ideals in !&. 
We shall need one more property of a Dedekind domain (A, -) with involution: 
(d.7) Every prime ideal ‘$ in A- can have at most two extensions in A. Moreover when- 
ever this happens, the involution carries one extension 8, of $3 into another O2 and the 
residue classfields A/6,, A/O, and A-/‘Q are naturally isomorphic to each other. 
The proof of (d.7) is not difficult and is left as an exercise (see pp. 68-69 of [l]). 
THEOREM (2.3). Let ‘3 be an ideal in A which is invariant under the involution (A, -) and 
let !!I- be its contraction. Ifnone of the prime divisors of 2II- lies in’R, nor s1,, then the unitary 
group U(2r; A, ‘3) isgenerated by the subgroup EU(2r; A, 2l) and U(2; A, w. 
The proof of this theorem will be based on the following propositions. 
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PROPOSITION (2.4). Let n 2 3 and let 
5.=(a,,...,a,) 
p = (b,, , b,) 
be two rows of n elements of A with the following properties. 
(9 (a 1 ,..., a,;b, ,..., b,)=(l,O ,..., 0;O ,..., O)mod’?I; 
(ii) (5; p) is 2l-unimodztlur; 
(iii) r/l* is a symmetric efement of (A, -). 
Then there exists an elementary unitary matrh E in EU(2n; A, 3) such that 
(T;~)E=(1,0,...,0;0,...,0). 
Proof of (2.4). By (d.6), there exists a matrix E in GL(n; A) such that 
p&=(dl,dI,O ,..., 0); 
here d, and d, are elements in A with the property that the ideal 
(b,, . . . , 6,) = (4, 4). 
The rotation 
R(E) = & E 
[- 1 
reduces (T; p) into the form 
CC 1,...,~;4,4,0,. .., 0). 
Since d, = d, = O(mod ‘U), not all of the elements c,, . , c, are zero modulo $3. For 
definiteness let us assume c1 f O(mod ?l). 
We can use Hurwitz lemma to find i.,, LZ in ‘X such 
(c,, .“, c,, + i.,d, + i, d,) 
= (cl, . . , c,; d,,“dj 
= (1). 
that the ideal 
Let T,,*(&) and Tzn*(12) denote respectively the translations 
and 
i 0 1 . 0 ...  . ..’ *- . . . . . . 0 1, ... 
Li i .*- 0 Al ... 0 
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Then the elementary unitary matrix 
R(p37;.*(j.,)~~n*(j.2)R(P)-1 
transforms (5; p) into the form 
(e,, . . . . e,;_ft, . . ..f.) 
where(e,, . . . . e,) is unimodular. This is because the translations T’,,*(E.,) and 7;,*(%,) send 
c, to c, + i., dt + &d2 but keep the rest of the elements ci,di fixed while the rotation 
R(p)‘) ’ does not alter the ideal generated by ct, . . . , c,_~ and c, + E., d, + i., d2 . 
Once again we use (d.6) to find an element of 0 in GL(n; A, S) such that if R(a) denotes 
the rotation 
d 
[ 1 - 9 ff 
then 
(e tr . . ..e.; f 1, . . * 5 _LM4 
= (1, 0, . . . , 0; 91, . . .,gJ. 
We notice that the matrix 
R(p)r,“*(~,)r,“*(n,)~(~)- ‘R(a) 
is an element of EU(2n; A, 8). Therefore, the vector 
(1,O ,... ,O;g,,...,g,) 
satisfies the requirements (i), (ii) and (iii) in (2.4). This allows us to kill off the termsg,, . . . , g,, 
by the translation 
As a consequence, we obtain the vector (1,0 
(2.4) is complete. 
/ -91, -92, ..., -9. 
i - Q2 o,..., 0 
’ . 
i . 
1/-g., d,..., 0 
,_.._.~_..____..___............................... 
: 1 
1 
1 J. 
,();o... 0) as required and the proof of . .  
Next we dispose the condition n 2 3 in Proposition (2.4) by proving 
PROPOSITION (2.5). Let T = (a,, al) and p = (b,, b2) be two rows of elementsin A with the 
foilowing properties: 
(i) (a,, a,; 6,) z (1, 0; 0,O)mod 2l; 
(ii) (T; p) is ‘?I-unimodular; 
(iii) a,& + 0~6~ is u symmetric element of (A, -). 
Then there exists an elementary unitary matrix E in EU(4; A, ‘3) such that 
(5; p)E = (I, 0; 0, 0). 
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The proof of (2.5) proceeds in two parts. 
Part (1). Let !& and fi, be defined as before. If the ideal (a,, aI) is prime to all 6 in 
&, u .fi,, then there exists an elementary unitary matrix F in EiJ(4; A, 9%) such that 
(T; /i)F= (l,o;o,o). 
Part (2). Let R be a finite set of prime ideals in A which contains no prime divisor of 
3. Then there exists an elementary unitary matrix G in EU(4; A, ‘3) such that 
(5 ; PIG = (~1, ~2 ; 4, 4) 
with the ideal (c,, CJ prime to all 8 in R. 
Clearly these two steps together prove the proposition. 
Proof of Part (1). It is enough to prove that, for some elementary unitary matrix H in 
EU(4; A, ?I), we have 
(5; AH = (5’; 6) 
with r’ unimodular. 
By Hurwitz Lemma, there exists an element y such that the ideal 
(a,, al, bl + $4 = (aI, a2, k b) 
= (1). 
The rotation 
1 -); i 
R,,(-8 = 1 ! 
[ I 
____.....______!.___....... 
; 1 
;y 1 
transforms (5; 11) to the form (c,, c2; d,, d2) where (c,, c2, dr) is unimodular and the ideal 
(c,, cZ) is prime to all 6 in R, u II,. 
Now suppose we can find an element 2 in P[ n A_ such that rhe vector (cr + .&I,, c2) 
is unimodular. Set 
and 
Then we have 
E = R?I(-~))T~1*(Z)R21(-y)-1. 
(5; p)E = (er, +;fi,fJ 
where (e,, e2) is unimodular. This is because the translation T,,*(Z) brings the vector 
(7; p) into the position (cl + Zd,, c 2; dl d2) while the rotations I?,,(-y)-’ does not disturb 
the unit ideal generated by c1 + Zd, and c2. Thus, granting the above supposition, the proof 
of Part (1) is complete. 
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To find such an element Z, it suffices to find, at each prime g in A- sitting below some 
prime divisor 0 of c, , an element Z, in A- which satisfies the following congruence rela- 
tions : 
(Z.1) Z, E O(mod $$Yd “-) if ‘Jr is a prime ideal in Q,; 
\ (2.2) Z, = O(mod J.3 “‘d?l-) if ‘g is a prime divisor of ?[- : 
(2.3) ci + Z, d, f O(mod 0) if 0 is a prime divisor of c? and sits above ‘$3. 
This is sufficient because, by Chinese Remainder Theorem, these elements Z, give us an 
element Z in A- which satisfies simultaneously all the above congruence relations. Because 
of (Z. 1) and (Z.2), this element Z belongs to the ideal %- n A _ and because of (2.3) we have 
either 
(ci + Zdr) $ O(mod 0) or cI $ O(mod 0), 
This implies that (ct + Zd,, cJ is unimodular and Z is the required element. 
To solve for Z, from (Z.l), (Z.2), and (Z.3), we distinguish three cases depending on 
how the prime ideal v splits in A. 
Case (1). The prime ideal !jJ extends to a prime ideal in f&, or in fi,. We take Z, = 0 
because, by our hypothesis in part (1); the ideal (c,, CJ is already prime to every extension 
of ‘r,. 
Case (2). The prime ideal ‘p extends to a unique prime ideal (ti outside of‘!& u !&. If 
c, or c2 is a unit at 0, we choose Z.P = 0. Otherwise dl is a unit (since (cr, c2, dJ is uni- 
modular) and we choose Z, = 1. We notice that if the prime ideal ‘%j? is a divisor of au-, 
then c1 $ O(mod 0) and our choice of Z, = 0 satisfies our requirement in (Z.2). 
Case (3). ?& prime ideal v splits into two distinct primes Ojl, G1 outside of R, u RI. 
If the ideal (c,, cl) is prime to both 0, and 0,) we take Z, = 0. On the other hand, if both 
0, and 0? divide the deal (c,, cz) then Z, = 1 works for the same reason as in case (2). 
Once again we notice that if *q is a prime divisor of PL-, then the ideal (c,, cl) must be prime 
to both 0i and 0’2. In this case our choice for Z, will be compatible with (2.2). 
Finally, we are left with the situation when one of the prime extensions, say 0,, divides the 
ideal (c,, cl) but the other does not. 
If c2 $ O(mod 02), we choose Z, = 1. This works because 
c, + Z,d, E Z,d, s n,(mod 0,) 
and d, is a unit at 0,. 
If ct zz O(mod BJ, then, by our assumption, cr must be a unit at 0,. We choose 
Z, to be an element in A- with the properties that 
(i) 1 + Z&4/4 f O(mod 0,) 
(ii) Z, $ O(mod 0*). 
This is always possible since 
because of condition (i), the 
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the residue class field A/G: has more than two elements. Now 
ideal 
(c, + Z*d,) = (1 + Z&,jCl))C, 
f O(mod G3). 
On the other hand from condition (ii) and from the fact that 
A/(,$ g ‘4-/‘p z .4KG1 
we deduce that 
Z,, $ O(mod tS7,) 
and 
(c, + 2, (fr) =_ Z, d, f O(mod G?). 
This implies that (cr + Z&r) is both a 8,- and a &-unit. The proof of Part (I) is complete. 
Proof of Part (2). First we will alter (5; ~1) by an elementary unitary transformation, into 
the form 
(T’; /I’) = (C,, Cl; d,, ci,) 
where d, = O(mod (5) for all 07 in R. 
We choose x E A so that 
(b, + xb,) z (b,, b,)(mod 05) for all 6 E R. 
Then we choose y E A so that 
b2 + y(b, f xb,) = O(mod t.5) for all 05 E R. 
In each case we solve these equations at each prime ideal 8 in R and then use Chinese 
Remainder Theorem to find x and y. 
Now apply first the rotation 
1 -j? 
1 . Rr2(-X) = 
and then the rotation 
_: .. .._..... / 1 ; 1 ix 1 
1 ; 
fill(-jq = I ;l II.“! ... ..I i  . . . . . . . . . . iI- 1 
on (5; p) to get the vector 
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The element d2 is given by the formula 
d2 = b, + y(b, + xbJ 
and therefore it is divisible by all 0 in R as required. 
Next we repeat the same argument to find an element z in QI so that 
(c,, c1 + Zd,) = (c,, c2 , 4) f Nmod 6) 
for all 0 in CI. Setting 
1 j 
Tl**(z) = 
[ i 
. . . . . . t...; .. . . . . . . . . 
z : 
z 
i 1 
1 I ) 
we have 
(5; ~c)R,*(-~)R,,(-~)T,,“(z) 
=(c, +Fd2,c2 +zd,;d,,d2). 
The ideal (cr + Zd2, c2 + zd,) is prime to all 0 in CI because d, G O(mod 0) and (cr + Zd, , 
c2 + zd,) = (cl, c2 + zd,) = (c,, c2, 4) f O(mod 0). To complete the proof we consider the 
elementary unitary matrix 
E = R12(-_~)R21(-J)7-12*(z)R21(-j)-1R~2(-,f)-1 
in ELr(4; ?I). Since the rotations R2,(-_P)-1 and R12(-+Y)‘)-’ do not disturb the ideal 
(c, + Zd,, c2 + zd,) generated by c1 + Fd, and c2 + zd,, the unitary matrix E brings the 
vector (r; p) into the required position. This proves the assertion of Part (2) and also 
Proposition (2.5). 
We are now in a position to prove the main theorem of this section. 
Proofo~(2.3). Let 
be an element in U(2n; A, %). The first row of cr satisfies (2.4) or (2.5). Therefore, there 
exists an elementary unitary matrix CJI in EU(2n; A, 2l) such that 
a0 = ap = a0 PO 
[ 1 70 80 
with 
By (U.1) and (U.2), it follows that the matrix 
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with 
It is easy to verify that G s cr2 mod EU(2n; A, 0-r). 
We may repeat the entire processes on g2 and obtain, by induction, two elementary 
unitary matrices pi, p2 in EU(2n; A, ?I) such that 
%I B” 
Pl”P2 = y, 
[ 1 6 ” 
with 
c(,= p-1 ,],p.= p-1 b]Y.= p-1 c] 
5, = ‘n-1 d 
[ 1 and cr, = [: i] E ~(2; A, 21). 
This completes the proof of (2.3). 
We close this section by recording two immediate consequences of Theorem (2.3). 
COROLLARY (2.6). Let Z[[] be the ring of cyclotomic integers with the involution 
given by complex conjugation. Then the canonical homomorphism 
UP; am + ~3~ail) 
is surjective. 
COROLLARY (2.7). Let H be the ring of rational integers with the trivial involution. Let p 
be an odd prime. Then the canonical homomorphism 
UP; 5 pa -+ L,@; Pa 
is surjective. 
$3. THE WALL GROUPS OVER HASSE DOMAIN3 
Let K be an algebraic number field. A valtiation of K is a real valued function 1x1, 
defined for all x E K, satisfying the following requirements: 
(v.1) We have 1x1 2 0 and (xl = 0 if and only if x = 0. 
(v.2) Jxyl = 1x1 (yl for all x, y E K. 
(v.3) Ix + yl I 1x1 + Iyl for all x, y E K. 
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If instead of (v.3) the function satisfies the stronger condition 
(v-4) lx + YI I max(lxl, 1.~1) 
then we shall say that it is a discrete valuation, or that it is a non-archimedean valuation. 
The conditions (v.1) and (v.2) together imply that a valuation is a homomorphism of 
the multiplicative group K” of non-zero elements of K into positive real numbers. If 
this homomorphism is trivial, i.e., 1x1 = 1 for all x E K” the valuation is also called a trivial 
valuation. We shall assume from now on that none of the valuations we deal with is trivial. 
For every valuation 1 1, we may define a topology in K by prescribing the fundamental 
system of neighborhoods of each element x0 E K to be the set of elements x such that 
Ix - x01 < E. For instance, the trivial valuation induces the discrete topolo,y. Two valuations 
are said to be equiuafent if they define the same topological structure over K. It is easy to see 
that the valuations in an equivalent class are either all archimedean or non-archimedean. 
Example (3.1). Let K = Q be the rational numbers. Then the ordinary absolute value 
is an archimedean valuation over K. 
Let p be a fixed prime number then any nonzero rational number x can be uniquely 
written in the form pry, where r is an integer and both the numerator and denominator of y 
are prime to p. If we define 
then we get a non-archimedean valuation on K, which will be called the p-adic valuation. 
Over the rational numbers these are essentially all the valuations. 
Example (3.2). If K is an algebraic number field, then every embedding of K into real or 
complex numbers will induce an archimedean valuation on K, which will be called reaf or 
complex accordingly. 
Let A be the integral closure of the integers H in the algebraic number field K, and let 
‘p be a prime ideal of A. We can construct an archimedean valuation 119, which is similar 
to thep-adic valuation defined above. Namely for any x Z 0 of A, by or&(x) we denote the 
power to wh’ch 9 enters in the factorization of the principal ideal (x) into prime factors. 
Clearly, o+(x) is characterized by 
(40r’%(x)f’ I x and Fporddx) I x. 
Since zero is divisible by arbitrarily large powers of ‘p, it is natural to set or%(O) = + co 
For any y = m/n E K (m, n E A) set 
I,& = Imj,/ln19 = ( f)“‘d”m-O’d’“’ 
Clearly the function lyls satisfies all the requirements for a non-archimedean valuation and 
will be called the ‘$-adic valuation over K. 
The set of valuations on K consisting of the $J-adic valuations II9 described above, and 
of the absolute values induced by embedding K in C or R will be called the canonical set, 
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and will be denoted by RK . It can be shown that every valuation on K is equivalent to one 
in the canonical set. 
Let /IV be a discrete valuation over K. We denote by U(v) the valuarion ring of V, that 
is, the set of element .Y of K such that 1x1, 5 1. A subring in K is called a Hasse domain if it is 
the intersection of almost all valuation rings. More precisely, let R be a finite set of discrete 
valuations in 0,. Then the set 9(Q) of elements .Y of K such that lS~lV I 1 for all v $ fi will 
be called the Hasse domain determined by R. It is readily verified that E)(Q) is a Dedekind 
domain and the set of prime ideals in S(Q) can be canonically identified with the discrete 
valuations outside of R. For this reason, in the literature, the term Dedekind domain of 
arithmetic type is sometimes used. Here are some examples. 
Example (3.3) The ring Z(c), < = eznilp, is a Hasse domain since it is the ring of 
integers of the cyclotomic field. 
Example (3.4). A Hasse domain is said to be totally complex if it is the ring of integers 
of a totally complex field. The ring of Gaussian integers Z[i] is a totally complex Hasse 
domain. 
An involution of a Hasse domain (n, -) will mean an involution on the algebraic 
number field which carries S to itself. Let K’- denote the subfield of K consisting of all fixed 
points of the involution (K, -). Then K- is an algebraic number field and the fixed point 
set O- of (9, -) is a Hasse domain in K-. 
The main object of this section is to prove the following. 
THEOREM (3.5). Let (D, -) be a Hasse domain with an involution which satisfies (1.5). 
Let ?l be an ideal in ZJ which is invariant under the involution and has no prime divisor in 
!$, u fi,. If the subring ofjixed points, -O-, is not totally imaginary, then the map 
d_ : L,(f), 0-r) + A_(B) 
de$ned in (1.7) is injectiue. 
Before proceeding, let us derive an immediate application of this theorem. 
COROLLARY (3.6). Let { be the pth root of unity e2nifp where p is an odd prime. Let 
(H(c), -) be the ring ofcyclotomic integers with the involution defined by complexconjugation. 
Then 
L@(C)) = L3V(O) = 0. 
Proofof (3.6). By Theorem (3.5) and Corollary (1.7), it follows immediately that 
L,@(c)) = 0. To see that the special Wall group is also trivial, let us recall the exact sequence 
.4 +(E(r)) -2 -&V(0) 2 JXZ(1)) A A -(z(c)) 
in (1.7). Since we have already shown that &(.Z([)) = 0, it is enough to show that Im d, = 0 
or, in other words, every rotation of the form 
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where X = X*, is an element of RU(Z(<)). The followin g identity shows that every such 
matrix can be expressed as a product of elementary unitary matrices 
[X x-i] 7 [’ :I[:_,-1 I][’ -:I[:-. I]. 
This proves (3.2). 
As a first step of the proof of (3.1), we shall establish an observation of H. Bass which 
will play a basic role in the subsequent discussion. Recall that an ‘L1-subkernel of rank r is a 
subspace in A” generated by the first r vectors of a unitary matrix in U(2r; A, ?I) and, by 
(1.3), there is a bijective correspondence between the ‘Nail group and the set of stably 
equivalence classes of ‘!I-subkernels. It is convenient to state and prove this theorem of Bass 
in this language of Pl-subkernels. 
THEOREM (3.7). Let H, = b*, pl*] and H, = [r, p2] be two %-subkernels of dimension 
r. Then the subspace [z; p2 j?I*p2] f arms a o,I-subkernel which is stably %-equicalent to HI. 
Proof of (3.7). Let 
be two unitary matrices corresponding to HI and H, respectively. If 
p = 6, */2 
I 1 P2 u ’
then we have 
In other words, the subkernel Hi* = [r*, /?r*] is stably equivalent to the subkernel 
6, u* yz i &A* 0 p2u* a ip2pI* 1 0 
Right multiplication by the rotation 
reduces it to the subkernel 
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Next we kill off the matrices y2, iS2 PI* and d2 pl*jI1 by applying first the rotation 
and then the translation 
I j 
i j 
-a2p1* -62 Bl*P2 
I i -Bz*PlBr* 0 . _ _ ._ _ .: _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
I 
I I 
These elementary unitary operations do not disturb the terms 0, CL and fi2 pl*Bz and so leads 
us to the subkernel 
[ 
1o;o 0 
0 CL ; 0 1 pzp1*pz .
The proof of (3.7) is complete. 
COROLLARY (3.8). Let A be a commutative ring and let (A, -) be an involution on A 
which satisfies (I. 5). Let [a, b] be a ?I-subkernel of rank 1 with the properties 
(i) a,bEK; 
(ii) there exisrs q E ?I- such that a z I(mod ~7) and b = c’q. 
Then the subkernel [a, b] is stably ?I-equivalent to the standard subkernel. 
Proofof(3.8). First we notice that if [a, b,] and [a, b2] are ?l-subkernels of rank 1 
where a, b, and b2 belong to A-, then, by (3.3), the subkernel [a, b,] is stably ?I-equivalent 
to [a, bz2b,]. It follows that 
Ca, 61 = [a, &I ; [a, (c#ql G Ca, 41 
where c and q are given as in our hypothesis. 
Since the involution (A, -) satisfies (IS), the matrices 
[G I] and [’ -y] 
are translations in EU(2; A) and EU(2; A, 0-r). The equality 
now implies that [a, q] is %-equivalent to the standard subkernel. This proves (3.8). 
In order to apply these results, we restrict ourselves once again to a Hasse domain L) 
with an involution (D, -). We write 
WC,,., = {(a, b) E D2 1 (a, b) = (1, 0)mod X and a5 + b-5 = Dj. 
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Two pairs (a,, b,) and (a?, b2) in W,,,,, are said to be linearly %-equivalent, in symbol 
(a,, b,) 5 (u2, b2) is one obtained from another byafinite sequence of linear transformations 
(w. 1) (a, b) c-t (a, b + ta)(t E ?I), 
(w.2) (a, 6)~ (a + tb, b)(t E 33). 
If we let S&(D) operate on a row rector (a, b) by left multiplication, then the linearly 
‘U-equivalence classes are the orbit of the group generated by 311 
[ 1 i i (t E 91) and 
Remark (3.9.). In view of the theory of unitary groups, an element (a, b) in WCD,41j is
an analogue of 3 41-subkernel of rank 1. The precise affinity between W,,, ‘uj and the set of 
?l-subkernels is, however, more complicated. For if ati is a symmetric element of (0, -), 
then a pair (a, b) in CVCu, IIj is in fact a ?l-subkernel of rank 1, and two %-equivalent sub- 
kernels are also linearly ?l-equivalent. 
But the converse is not necessarily true. 
Suppose the involution (D, -) satisfies the additional requirement (1.5) then every 
element in W(,-, U.-j is 3 subkernel. Furthermore, if t E 21-, then 
1 t 
[ 1 1 
is a translation in EU(2; D, 2l) and 
If tE D-, then 
is a translation in ElJ(2, -9) and, by (1.8), we have 
This shows that, under the supposition of (1.5), the properties of being linearly g-equivalent 
or being %-equivalent as subkernels coincide. 
PROPOSITION (3.10). Let D be a Husse domain which is not totally imaginary. For every 
(a, b) E W,,, Uj, there exists another pair (a,, b,) such that 
(i) (a,, b,) is linearly 2l-equivalent to (a, 6); 
(ii) there exists q E 2t such that a, = l(mod 4) and b, = c’q. 
The proof of (3.10) relies on results in class field theory and we shall omit it. For a 
detailed discussion we refer to the recent work of H. Bass, J. Milnor and J. P. Serre (see [2]). 
After all these preliminaries, we are now in a position to prove Theorem (3.1). 
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Proofof(3.1). Let D- be the fixed point set of the involution (D, -) and let SL(2; D-, 
%-) be the congruence subgroup determined by ?I-. We notice that every element of the 
group SL(2; D-, ‘U-) is in fact a unitary matrix. Hence the inclusion of SL(2; D-, “-r-) 
into U(2; 9-, ?l-) induces a homomorphism 
4 : SL(2; .9-, r21_) + L,(Q ‘Lr>. 
Also notice that if the matrix 
.X(2; D-, 2l-), then the class 4(p) depends only on the first row of p. In other words, p 
factors through the set W,, -. 91 -) as follows 
We now assert that the sequence 
X(2; D-, 2l-) 0 L,(f), 2l) a_ A_(D) 
is exact. For, by (2.1), every element in the kernel of the map 
d_ : L,(El, a) + A-(D) 
can be represented by a 2 x 2 unitary matrix 
a b 
[ 1 c d 
with ad - bc = 1. If one of the entries a, b, c, d is zero, then the matrix 
a b 
[ 1 c d 
is an element of EU(2; D, 2l). If, on the other hand, none of them are zero, then we have 
a b c d 
ii=z and c=Z. 
A direct computation, using the equality ai’ - bi; = 1, shows that 
a b c d 
ii’b’F’a= 1. 
It follows that the entries a, 6, c, and dare elements of D- and so the matrix p lies in the 
image of the map 
4 : SL(2; -9-, a-> + L,(D ,5x). 
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To complete the proof, it remains to show that the map 
[ 1: wp-,.11-)+L3(Q 0-r) 
is trivial. Since (0, -) satisfies (1.5), the transformations 
(W.1) [a, 6-j t-+ [a, b + ta](t E 2I->, 
(W.2) [a, b] H [a + tb, b](t E 9-) 
are, by (3.9), elementary unitary transformations in EU(2; 0, 21). Thus two linearly o,I- 
equivalent pairs in IY~O-, II-) represent the same class in L,(O, ‘?I). 
Let [a, b] be any element in II’cO-, II-j. Since 5- is not totally imaginary, we use 
Proposition (3. IO) to find elements CI~, c and 4 such that 
(i) (a, . c*q) z (a, b) 
(ii) a, = 1 mod q 
(iii) q E 2f and c E D-. 
By Corollary (3.8), we conclude that the %-subkernel [a, b] is stably ?I-equivalent to [l, 01. 
This completes the proof of (3.1). 
$4. THE VANISHING THEOREM 
Throughout this section, the symbol A denotes the integral group ring of a cyclic 
group of order p where p is a fixed odd prime. We write C for the sum of all groupelements 
in A and c for the principal ideal generated by C. 
The involution on A does not satisfy (1.5). Indeed, let 
e:A+Z 
be the map which sends every group element to + 1 then an element x of A, fixed under the 
involution, is symmetric if and only if e(x) 3 O(mod 2). 
The main object of this section is to prove Theorem (1.11) stated in $1. 
First we state the following almost obvious lemma. 
LEMMA (4.1). Let L,“(A, c) be the relative Wall group of the pair (A, c). Then the map 
d : L,“(A, c) + L,“(A) 
is surjective where d is induced by the inclusion. 
The proof of (4.1) follows from (1.7), (1.9), (3.6) and the observation that the quotient 
ring A/c is isomorphic to the ring of cyclotomic integers. 
LEMMA (4.2). Let e : (A, c) -+ (Z, pZ) be the map defined us above. Then e induces an 
isomorphism 
e : L,“(A, c) -+ L,“(Z, pZ) 
on the Wull groups. 
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For every element 
1+ -*z pc 
71 1 + 6.z 1 
in the unitary group, e maps it into 
[ 
1 + %P PP 
YP 1 1+6p . 
To prove (4.2) it is only necessary to observe that this is a group isomorphism on the unitary 
groups and preserves elementary unitary matrices. We leave the details as an exercise. 
The next step is to study the relatice Wall group L,“(Z, pZ) and to determine the image 
of the composition 
f: &“(Z, pZ) .-L L,“(A, c) --f LJS(A). 
Recall that, according to (2.7) and (1.7), this Wall group L,“(Z, pZ) is generated by the 
unitary matrices in SL(2; Z, pZ). However, our technique in (3.9) is no longer available 
since the involution on (Z, pZ) does not satisfy (1.5). To overcome this difficulty, we appeal 
to the following 
LEMMA (4.3). The unitary group U(2; Z, pZ) is generated by the matrix 
CJ= 
[ 
l+p P 
-P 1 -P 1 
and the matrices in the group SL(2; Z, 2pZ). Fwthermore, f(o) is the zero classs in L,(A). 
Proof of (4.3). Let 
[ 
1 + up bp 
cP 1 + dp 1 
be a 2 x 2 unitary matrix with determinant + 1. First we assert that the integers, a, b, c 
and d have the same parity. A necessary condition for 
I 
1 + up bp 
cP 1 + dp I 
to be unitary is that 
(i) (1 + ap)bp E O(mod 2) 
(ii) g.c.d. (1 + up, bp) = 1. 
The first condition follows from (U.2) while the second expresses the fact that the vector 
(1 + up, bp) is unimodular. Now if the integer a is odd, i.e. if the sum 1 + up is even, then 
by (ii) the integer b is odd. On the other hand, if the integer a is even, then, by (i) the integer 
is also even. Applying the same argument to the matrix 
I 
1 + dp -bp lfap bp -I 
--cP 1 + up = 1 [ cp 1 l+dp ’ 
we deduce that the integers c and d have the same parity as the integers a and b. 
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Since 
= 
[ 
1 + (up + a + 1 - up)p (1 + ap + b - bp)p 
* * 
this parity can be changed by the right multiplication of the matrix CT. Thus every element is 
either an element of SL(2; Z, 2pZ) or a product of o and an element of X(2; Z, 2pZ). This 
proves the first part of (4.3). 
Next, we notice that the classf(o) is represented by unitary matrix 
Let x be the element 
in the ring 
Then the equality 
implies that the matrix 
is a unitary matrix in 
[ 
l+C E 
-c 1 1-c * 
l+(t+j)+...+(P-1)~2+-$&) 
Z *,; . [ I 
(1 + n)(l -x) - (n)(-7c) = 1 
[ 
1+n n 
1-n 
u(c+ -1) 
I 
1 ‘t . 
In other words, this classf(a) in L,“(A) can be lifted to a class in L3’(Z[f, t-l]). However, 
by (1.14), the map 
&‘(rn[f, 1 - ‘1) mod(t,- *)+ L,“(A) 
is trivial, the matrix o must therefore represent the zero class in L,“(A). This proves (4.3). 
After all these preliminaries we can now prove Theorem (1.1 I). 
Proof of Theorem (I .l 1). We notice that the map 
f: SL(2; Z, 2pP) --) L,‘(A) 
admits a factorization: 
J 
SL(2; B, 2pZ) A L,“(A) 
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If we can show that [ ] preserves the operations 
(W. 1) (a, 6) tr (a, b + ta) t E 2pE 
(W.2) (a, b)w(a + tb, b) t E Z 
then we are done. For, in this case, it follows from the same argument as in the proof of 
(3.1) that the map [ ] is trivial. On the other hand, we have proved in (4.3) thatfis surjective. 
Thus L,‘(A) must be the trivial group. 
The operation (W. 1) is clearly elementary unitary since the matrix 
1 
[ 1 t 1 
is elementary unitary whenever t is an element of 2pZ. To prove that the map [ ] preserves 
the operation (W.2), it suffices to show that for every matrix 
[: :] = [’ ;z 1 ?Lp] 
in SL(2; Z, 2pZ), the commutator 
is a zero element in L,“(A). A direct computation shows that 
[: I][-: j[: 1]-I[: ;I-’ 
=[: *I[: j[k I][Wr -:I 
I = i 
- syw SY2 
s -sy2 - s2wy 1 + syw + s2yl . 1 
Let 
/9 = 26 I + t + f + . . . + P-“” + 
( 
t& 
1 + t + f + . + t(P- I)” + A) 
be elements of E[t, t- ‘1. Since 
(1 - sp a)(1 + SB 6 + s282) - (s/?‘)(s - s A2 - s2/36) = 1. 
the matrix 
is an element of 
1 -s/l6 S/l’ 
s-s62-s/16 1 +s/zj+sZ/?Z 1 
u(2; E[r, 3). 
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The equality 
RONNIE LEE 
1 -s/36 sB2 
s-s62-sspd 1 +sps+s’j?’ I 
mod(P - 1) 
now implies that the matrix 
[i l][z :I[: 1]J: :I-’ 
can be lifted to LJS(Z[f, t-l]) and so represents the zero class in LjS(A). 
This shows that the special Wall group LSS(A) is always trivial. Now the vanishing of 
the Wall group L,(A) follows from chasing the commutative diagram: 
L,(A) - L,“(A) -4 A-(A) 
1 
wa11) - JS L ;[;l, --_,A -t;“:‘;;;i”” 
I 
The proof of (1.11) is complete. 
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